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One cannot build a freeway 
to see how it works. 

(Rittel & Webber 1973)



The Management MatrixThe Management Matrix

Non-native settlement and industrial 
resource management regimes are 
expanding across Canada’s forest-
dependent regions, superimposing 
Aboriginal systems of traditional 
ecological knowledge and wisdom and 
stewardship of the land.



Changing the BoundariesChanging the Boundaries

Interdisciplinary research has 
implications for improved knowledge 
management and meaningful consent 
in cross-cultural contexts, particularly 
where oral traditions interface with 
science-based policy and 
management.



The social aspects of SFM are where we 
will find insight into the (often 

competing) values that must be 
accounted for in forest management.

In the case of overlapping management 
regimes (i.e. values) – it is also where we 
can monitor the impacts of imposing one 

set of values over another.

‘‘The People ProblemThe People Problem’’



C&I could be a very useful 
tool to define the parameters 
SFM, but they have become a 

good idea that has lost it’s 
way (Poore 2003).



This is less an exercise in 
prediction…

…more an open-ended 
question about the local 
goals and values of SFM.



Enter wicked problemsEnter wicked problems

The problem is not understood until after 
the formation of a solution.
Stakeholders have radically different 
worldviews and different frames for 
understanding the problem.
Constraints and resources to the problem 
change over time.
The problem is never solved (Conklin 2003). 
The planner has no right to be wrong 
(planners are liable for the 
consequences of the actions they 
generate) (Rittel & Webber 1973). 



On wickednessOn wickedness

Wicked problems always occur in a social 
(planning) context.
The wickedness of the problem reflects the 
diversity among the stakeholders in the 
problem.
Since each attempt to create a solution 
changes the understanding of the problem, 
they cannot be solved in a traditional linear 
fashion (Conklin 2003).



Case Study Area: The Case Study Area: The YintaYinta
Office of the WetOffice of the Wet’’suwetsuwet’’en en 
First NationFirst Nation
22,000 km22,000 km22 in northern BCin northern BC
Clans and Houses (Clans and Houses (YikhsYikhs) ) 
Traditional hereditary Traditional hereditary 
system of government and system of government and 
feast system (feast system (batbat’’latslats))
Chiefs are the resource Chiefs are the resource 
stewards of associated stewards of associated 
House territories (House territories (biyibiyi’’nn))



(OTW, 2000)

Case 
Study 
Area



Research ApproachResearch Approach

Interdisciplinary search for linkages between 
ecosystems and: people and technology, 
local environmental knowledge, and 
property rights
Translating qualitative interview data on 
SFM into concise representations of 
worldviews, including definitions of forest, 
society and sustainability.
– CatPac (self-organizing neural network)
– QSR (social sciences software)



Capturing Concepts of SFM: Linking Capturing Concepts of SFM: Linking 
Tradition with TechnologyTradition with Technology

2-D Output from CatPac II© (ThoughtView©)



Capturing Concepts of SFM: Linking 
Tradition with Technology

3-D Output from CatPac II© (ThoughtView©)



Mapping Concepts of SFM Mapping Concepts of SFM 
in the in the BulkleyBulkley ValleyValley



Mapping Concepts of SFM Mapping Concepts of SFM 
on the on the YintaYinta



Parks took all our territory.  Parks took all our territory.  
Forestry took all our land Forestry took all our land 
away, they stripped it.  Now, away, they stripped it.  Now, 
when I talk about the territory when I talk about the territory 
today, I go  out there, I cannot today, I go  out there, I cannot 
get nothing.  I canget nothing.  I can’’t make t make 
money on my territory.money on my territory.

““If they want to manage, they should manage whateverIf they want to manage, they should manage whatever’’s in s in 
our territory.  our territory.  NuNu’’aa’’tenten, that, that’’s what they call it s what they call it -- our business our business 
we look after, our territory.  Jurisdiction, they call it.we look after, our territory.  Jurisdiction, they call it.””
-- Chief WoosChief Woos

Photo courtesy OWHC



Role of Meaningful DialogueRole of Meaningful Dialogue

Being heard vs. being understoodBeing heard vs. being understood
How do we make forest management How do we make forest management 
more sensitive to crossmore sensitive to cross--cultural cultural 
settings and overlapping resource settings and overlapping resource 
management regimes?management regimes?
Need to identify these nature of these Need to identify these nature of these 
““otherother”” natural resource goods and natural resource goods and 
services, and monitor impactsservices, and monitor impacts



Evolutionary ApproachesEvolutionary Approaches

Moving beyond existing formal Moving beyond existing formal 
arrangements (i.e., joint ventures)arrangements (i.e., joint ventures)
–– Informal partnerships may be more Informal partnerships may be more 

flexible, foster stronger dialogue, and flexible, foster stronger dialogue, and 
more easily tailored to local issues more easily tailored to local issues 
without the pressure of a formal structurewithout the pressure of a formal structure

–– Companies may have greater flexibility Companies may have greater flexibility 
than government in this casethan government in this case



I.e., OWHC arrangement with Houston Forest I.e., OWHC arrangement with Houston Forest 
Products (HFP) for beetle wood harvest in the Products (HFP) for beetle wood harvest in the 
NadinaNadina Mountain areaMountain area

Photo courtesy OWHC



Perceived Social Impacts Perceived Social Impacts 
in the in the BulkleyBulkley ValleyValley



Perceived Social Impacts Perceived Social Impacts 
in the in the YintaYinta



““You canYou can’’t even recognize it, you cant even recognize it, you can’’t t 
even see the trail, all these trucks and even see the trail, all these trucks and 
everything.  I went walking one day everything.  I went walking one day 
three years ago.  I couldnthree years ago.  I couldn’’t find the trail t find the trail 
where we used to walk.  Itwhere we used to walk.  It’’d all been d all been 
wrecked.wrecked.”” –– Chief Chief KnedebeasKnedebeas

““TheyThey’’re just going ahead and cutting re just going ahead and cutting 
these trees down where the elders these trees down where the elders 
used to walk, they blazed their trail.  used to walk, they blazed their trail.  
ItIt’’s just like taking away their spirit, s just like taking away their spirit, 
taking away the culture, their living.taking away the culture, their living.””
–– Chief Chief SamoohSamoohPhoto courtesy OWHC

Photo courtesy OWHC



Analyzing Resilience of Analyzing Resilience of 
sociosocio--ecological linkagesecological linkages

Conceptual model and historical profile(s) of 
local socio-ecological systems
Assessment of the drivers of the supply of 
key ecosystem goods and services
Conflict between local (informal) and larger-
scale (formal) institutions
Long-term dynamics of local management 
systems
Effects of regional conservation plans on 
local action (Raufflet 2000).



The social and cultural impacts identified by the WetThe social and cultural impacts identified by the Wet’’suwetsuwet’’en en 
hereditary Chiefs involve threats to their living history on thehereditary Chiefs involve threats to their living history on the land, land, 
where governance, legitimate authority and cultural institutionswhere governance, legitimate authority and cultural institutions
interface with geographical and biological features.interface with geographical and biological features. Courtesy OWHC



Dimensions of riskDimensions of risk

Resource users’ perceptions of risk are 
fundamental in determining their 
ability to cope and to adapt to 
change.
– The way in which a resource user 

assesses the risks associated with 
management is the major influence on 
the way they respond to proposed policy 
change (Marshall & Marshall 2007).



Problem wickedness 
demands tools and methods 

which create shared 
understanding and shared 

commitment (Conklin 2003).



Natural resources management offers a unique and 
productive interface for improving our understanding of 
the social aspects of sustainability in forest-dependent 

communities.

Photo courtesy OWHC



SocialSocial--ecological Linkagesecological Linkages

Which environmental goods and services are Which environmental goods and services are 
tied to social and cultural sustainability?tied to social and cultural sustainability?
Are there critical goods and services Are there critical goods and services –– or or 
thresholds thresholds –– that are essential to social and/or that are essential to social and/or 
cultural sustainability?cultural sustainability?
Where do these needs overlap and conflict?Where do these needs overlap and conflict?

WETWET’’SUWETSUWET’’EN EXAMPLE: Berries in the Feast hallEN EXAMPLE: Berries in the Feast hall
–– Indicators for the impacts of reduced access to traditional Indicators for the impacts of reduced access to traditional 

territories and resources on traditional governance systemterritories and resources on traditional governance system



Towards resilienceTowards resilience

A resilience-based management 
approach would enable managers to 
choose the policy options that are 
least likely to erode the resilience of 
the socio-ecological system and 
compromise it’s ability to cope with 
and adapt to future changes (Marshall 
and Marshall 2007).
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